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TEACHER GUIDE 

PART 5 ~ CHAPTER 25 

Spirits of Christmas 
 
 

Middle Grade – CH Discussion Questions and Light Lessons 
 
The following questions can also be used as a PREVIEW to reading the chapter, giving the 
students a guide to look for certain information. 
 
 
PART 5 AUTUMN 

 

CH 25 SPIRITS OF CHRISTMAS 

1. P. 230 In the dress rehearsal, when Jesse said the ladies looked “gahslahzerous”, what did 

he mean? Why did the theater Makeup Artist yell, “No kissing!” 

2. P. 230 What snags cropped up for the Dress Rehearsal? Do you think Mrs’ K’s little gold 

fox fell off her jacket? What did Marijke have to say about Mac, Bridget and Siobhan 

being “absent”? How did Annike handle their absence? 

3. P. 231 Why do you think little Rose was “horrified” that Jesse went down a trap-door?  

4. P. 231 What did Bobby say to keep everyone’s attention? 

5. P. 231-232 What did Jesse, Conor and Dearie wish for Christmas? 

6. P. 234 The performance of A Christmas Carol is described in its many, many parts. Do 

you have some favorite parts of the play? What are they? 

7. P. 235 How did the apartment cast members feel at the end of their first performance? 
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8. P. 235 Trying to get to sleep, Jesse calls Dearie. What shape does he see on the floor 

when his door opens – and how does he feel when Dearie rubs his back? (Note  - this “pie 

shape shadow” / and also feeling Dearie’s hand on his back - are important descriptions 

later, when Jesse is lost in dark despair.) 

9. P. 236 How does Jesse describe his high-flying feelings in the cosmos? 

10. P. 237 How could A Christmas Carol get even better? What happened to Dearie? How is 
she described – “coming in for a landing”? (A surging octopus - in a tizzy of raucous 
laughter.)  

 

LIGHT LESSONS & PHRASES - Chapter 25   SPIRITS OF CHRISTMAS   (230 – 238)  

Ch 25/ 233 -   “Vive bene. Spesso l’amore. Di risata molto! Si! Si! Si!” - It’s Italian: Live 
well. Speak love. Laugh much! And say, Yes! Yes! Yes! To everything!”  

 Ch 25/ 235 -   “THAT was a never-forgetter! F’r sure! NEVER! EVER FORGETTER!”  

Ch 25/ 235 – “ Every one of the children, every one of the cast, every stagehand, every 
costumer, Dearie and Bobby Lewis, they all knew. It was magic.  

Ch 25/ 235 – “Jesse couldn’t sleep. He was still high up in the clouds. Every thrill. Living 
it all over again. He never wanted it to end.” 

Ch 25/ 235 -   “The rim of the world puts the sun to bed and wakes it in the morning. 
This is where you sleep and dream.”  

Ch 25/ 235-236 -    “I’m still thrill-digging! I feel like my fly-wires are connected to the 
stars and I’m flying through the Milky Way!” 

Ch 25/236 -   “His grin was so big, his mouth was ready to explode!”  

Ch 25/ 236 -   ‘When you can’t sleep at night it’s because you’re awake in someone 
else’s dream.’”  

 


